
The Income for Life Model® 2019
In a commoditizing marketplace, no financial advisor is guaranteed 
anything in terms of future success. The Income for Life Model® is 

your best option for insuring that you remain successful.



Rule One: Don’t Let Yourself  Become a Commodity. 
 

For advisors looking to achieve long-term success, making a commitment to the income market is a smart strategy. But what 
does “income planning” mean? What client segment will you focus on? What methodology for generating retirement income 
will you use? The Income for Life Model® answers all of these questions.  

The Income for Life Model® (IFLM) enables you to move up the value chain in order to 
provide a vital service to retirees. It separates you from the typical financial advisor, 
and it arms you with a fiduciary appropriate platform for a changing environment.

To assure success, invest in success! A research study by GDC Research and Practical Perspectives found 
that more than four-fifths of advisors using IFLM increase the retirement assets they manage.
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Commoditization Case Study: Schwab Intelligent Portfolios
TM

”Schwab Intelligent Portfolios is an online investment advisory service that builds, monitors, and rebalances your portfolio.”

• Builds an ETF portfolio with up to 20 asset classes

• Tax-loss harvesting

• Investment professionals available 24/7

• Sophisticated portfolio management

No Advisory Fees. No Account Service Fees. No Commissions. Period.
Source: https://intelligent.schwab.com

81%
of advisors indicate 
IFLM increases the 

amount of retirement 
income assets they 

manage.

Software is but one 
component of what 
an advisor needs to 
succeed in retirement 
income planning. 
Just as important is 
“digital packaging”, 
“brand,” “philosophy” 
& “focus.”



IFLM introduces the ROI Reliability of Income® profiler, an important new approach to risk profiling 
that quantifies the client’s needs in four key areas: the need for lifetime guaranteed income, sensitivity 
to investment volatility, the level of liquidity desired, and target legacy value.ONE
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The Income for Life Model® levels the competitive playing field. It enables you to 
compete with any competitor, including robos and non-traditional competitors.

Is the Income for Life Model® different? You bet. 
It is practical, focused, transparent, confidence- 
building, and it wins the assets.

IFLM offers HumanRoboTM, a digital marketing “front-end” designed to be your personal sales assistant. 
HumanRobo extends your reach. It “packages” and enhances your image online. It even presents the 
sales presentation for The Income for Life Model®. HumanRoboTM builds demand among prospects for 
planning meetings.

TWO

IFLM provides What’s My Income?TM, an exclusive presentation that helps you answer the question 
retirees care about most. In an industry that has focused clients on their ”number” , What’s My Income?TM 
enables you to focus them on what really matters, their “income.”THREE

IFLM introduces The 3 Big RisksTM. What defines fiduciary duty when working with retirees? Wealth2k 
believes that it transcends “costs” and must recognize the mitigation of key “risks” that can devastate 
a retiree’s financial security. We’ve created exclusive educational content that addresses timing risk, 
inflation risk and longevity risk, but we’ve done it in language that clients can understand. 

FOUR

Source: https://intelligent.schwab.com
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98%
of advisors indicate 
the Income For Life 

Model® enhances his/
her ability to serve 
retirement income 

clients.

“ IFLM helps advisors consolidate and manage investors’ 
retirement assets.

”
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When working with “constrained” investors advisors must 
move their thinking beyond “probabilities” in favor of 
“outcomes.”

IFLM illustrates Hybrid Time-Segmentation®, Wealth2k’s 
methodology for generating retirement income for 
“constrained” investors. Hybrid time-Segmentation elegantly 
blends “bucketing” and “flooring” to deliver a customized and 
flexible income plan to each client.

Clear, transparent and rational, the income strategy is 
described in the client’s customized Personal Analysis of  The 
Income for Life Model®.

Dynamic “bucketing.” Build the strategy with two to nine 
buckets. Control buckets’ durations, ROI assumptions, and 
target income goals.

Add “flooring” to create a desired lifetime guaranteed income. 
Include”floor” and “non-floor” income sources. Defer any 
income source as desired. Position existing income products 
inside the new income strategy.

Use the Automated Funding feature* to re-position client 
assets in buckets and floors. Generate a Strategy Funding 
Report. At any point in the future, generate a Strategy 
Tracking Report to assess the actual results compared to 
targets.

*Available on Pershing LLC NetX360 and certain other platforms.

1.  IFLM Income Planning Software:  
Your best way to plan with “constrained” investors.

 2. Practical Capabilities -  
that Matter!

HumanRobo is “robo” version of you. It markets for you, makes sales presentations for you, and creates demand for 
planning meetings with you.

Everyone has retirement planning software. 
IFLM’s software addresses “income,” the next 
vital step.

HUMAN Robo
TM

It Just Revolutionizes Digital Marketing
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Managing Key Risks in the Post-DOL Marketplace.

  Sequence-of-Returns Risk        Inflation Risk         Longevity Risk

A Process that Enhances Compliance.
 The Income for Life Model® is a process that assigns a context and purpose to each 
product recommendation.

We’ve moved passed the “product” paradigm and have entered a new era based upon “process.” In addition to mitigating 
key risks facing retirees, Hybrid Time-Segmentation® also creates unmatched context for the advisor’s recommendation of 
various types of products.

Linking product recommendations to various risk-mitigation objectives helps investors better understand their income 
strategy.
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The “Better Mousetrap” in Retirement Income: Hybrid Time-Segmentation®
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Fight back! Invest in your future. Refuse to become a commodity. Acquire The Income 
for Life Model® 2019 and get prepared for success in the post-DOL marketplace.
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How to Get The Income for Life Model®, What’s 
My Income?

TM, HumanRobo
TM and The 3 Big Risks

TM

$249/MONTH

with a 1-year 
term, plus one-

time initiation fee.

 



For Financial Advisor and Broker Dealer use only. Not for use with the public.

The Income for Life Model , Hybrid Time-Segmentation and ROI Reliability of Income are registered trademarks of Wealth2k, Inc.
HumanRobo, The 3 Big Risks, and What’s My Income? are trademarks of Wealth2k, Inc.
Schwab Intelligent Portfolios is a trademark of Charles Schwab & Co. 
©Copyright 2019 Wealth2k, Inc. All rights reserved.

 Wealth2k®
75 Arlington Street, Suite 500

Boston, MA 02116
Telephone enquiries: (800) 200-9404

www.wealth2k.com
Email: info@wealth2k.com

Further Information
www.incomeforlifemodel.com

WEALTH2K, INC. DOES NOT PROVIDE INVESTMENT ADVICE.

The projections or other information generated by the Wealth2k Income Distribution Software Calculator related to total 
returns are hypothetical illustrations of mathematical principles that do not predict or project the performance of an 
investment or investment strategy. The computations of future returns are based upon assumed variables and inputs made 
directly by the user and does not guarantee future results.


